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Subject: Revised extreme pressure modifier formulation
Changes in global materials regulations have necessitated a revision to the formulation of those of our
products that contain an extreme pressure modifier (EP) component. These changes have been flagged
a long time ago and thus were not a surprise but have resulted in our chemists at X-1R Corporation in
Daytona working diligently on formulating and testing some changes to our product range to ensure
that we would be able to freely transport, store and sell our product without being encumbered by the
aforementioned changes. This process has also enabled us to take advantage of some materials
engineering advances that will enhance the products but also allowed us to be able to adopt a lighter
base oil carrier to match the trend of low viscosity motor-oils as mandated by governments and
automakers alike. Currently many motor oil manufacturers are discouraging use of higher viscosity
materials to be added to low viscosity oils so as not to deter fuel economy improvement targeted by low
viscosity oils, this includes use of Viscosity Index Improvers which are highly viscous olefin and/or
acrylate polymers. The use of lighter base oil has resulted in our product now floating on water.
The reformulated product has been extensively tested and is still in use with NASA who have welcomed
the changes made by us. Just as importantly the recent tests conducted by the University of Utah on the
CYSCO fleet of trucks was undertaken with the new formulation (see attachment following). Primarily
our Engine Treatment is about the reduction of friction and the ability to improve the extreme pressure
performance. Thus we need to be able to demonstrate that the new formulation can outperform nonadditized oil but also we need to see how the new formulation performs when compared to our original
formulation. It was with this in mind we carried out the two following tests (results attached)
ASTM D5707 SRV friction test: This test was carried out using fresh oil and simulated aged oil. Lower
coefficient of friction indicated better friction reduction properties and that translates to better fuel
economy, increased HP , lower wear-tear and smoother operation. In the attached results, you will see
new engine treatment did better than old engine treatment.
As you can see (in the attached reports) in a fresh motor oil, old engine treatment resulted in coefficient
of friction of 0.14 while new engine treatment had coef. of friction of 0.128. That is an improvement of
8.5% over old engine treatment when it comes to friction reduction
In aged motor oil, old engine treatment resulted in coefficient of friction of 0.11 while new engine
treatment had coef. of friction of 0.093. That is an improvement of 15.5% over old engine treatment
when it comes to friction reduction
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Second test is Falex Pin & Vee Block test: This is for evaluating Extreme Pressure (EP) performance of
motor oil. Lower is the wear (in milligrams mg) at a particular load for fixed amount of time, better will
be extreme pressure performance of motor oil. In the attached results, you will see new engine
treatment did better than old engine treatment.
As you will see (see attached report),
With new X-1R ET, amount of wear reduced by 26% at 750 lbs Load compared to old X-1R ET
With new X-1R ET, amount of wear reduced by 39% at 1000 lbs Load compared to old X-1R ET
The EP performance feature was our main selling point for our old engine treatment and with this test,
we have outperformed old engine treatment by at least 26%. So that has to be good.
We are still conducting some long term test of the new formulation including some that will be
undertaken from our old friend Dr. J Micklow and I will share these with you once they are completed.
For now though you can rest assured that we are still looking for ways to ensure that we deliver class
winning performance from our products.

Nigel McKenzie
June 2017
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Falex Pin and Vee Block Test
Test Material →
Test Conditions ↓

Base 5W-30 Motor Oil

Motor Oil w/ Old X-1R ET

Motor Oil w/New X-1R ET

Falex Pin and Vee Block @ 500 lbs
Time, min
Wear, mg

60
6.8

Falex Pin and Vee Block @ 750 lbs
Time, min
Wear, mg

< 10
Pin Broke

60
22.2

60
16.5

Falex Pin and Vee Block @ 1000 lbs
Time, min
Wear, mg

<2
Pin Broke

60
43.2

60
26.3

Notes: 1) Lower the wear , better are the EP properties of oil.
2) With new X-1R ET, amount of wear reduced by 26% at 750 lbs Load compared to old X-1R ET
3) With new X-1R ET, amount of wear reduced by 39% at 1000 lbs Load compared to old X-1R ET
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